Our clients come to us for many reasons.
They come back because of the results.
Read their comments for yourself.
Please give us your feedback –
healwithelan@yahoo.com

"...very compassionate, caring "
– Susan A.

With physician’s blessing, was able to
work with client to encourage
inducement of labor…
Full term pregnant client to hubby after
session: “I think I can handle this (labor
and delivery) now”
PS: baby born next day 

"...professional and courteous with enough
candor to help me relax during our discussion.
The atmosphere at élan is soothing and allows
for a sense of well being. The massage provided
was absolutely wonderful. Sue helped me regain
mobility in my shoulders and neck and focused
on key areas that have kept me in pain for years.

After the massage we moved into an energy
session that realigned my chakras and opened
my lungs. I left the session feeling relieved of
stress and tension on multiple levels. I WILL be
going back..." –Ryan H

“...Sue sat with me prior to the session and asked
a lot of questions about where I was having pain
and troubles. She gave a quick but detailed
explanation of what she was going to do, all the
while ensuring I was comfortable.
How I felt before the session: Tense, lower
back pain, knee pain, and shoulder pain.
How I felt after the session: Relaxed, light,
loose, and quite honestly better than I had felt in
years.
I have been back for another session, and I
received the exact same results." – Slade J

Feel free to peruse my website:
www.elanhealingarts.com
If you have additional questions about how I may assist
you on your health journey or would like to schedule a
consultation or session, call 605.254.3665.

Vivo Bene! (live well)

"Best. Massage. Ever.“
–Sue Z
I fell on the ice, Jan of 2013 and
hit my head~ hard! As a result, I
had numbness along with
weakness in both arms, from my
elbows down to my fingertips.
The Dr's had nothing to help me.
So along with my Chiropractor, I
went to see Sue. She did some
amazing "pressure touch" things
that hurt like crazy at first, but
produced marvelous results! After
going to her for about six - eight
times, the massages she gave,
along with working specific
muscle groups, caused the pain
and numbness to leave. She
definitely has the "healing touch!"
– Ruth B

"... I had an accident with fireworks/sparklers and
sustained third degree burns on the fingers of my left
hand. After the trauma I did not feel anything in the left
hand until you performed your energy session. It was
during your session that I started feeling nothing like I
have ever felt before. A little while later, I could actually
feel my fingers again! I was beginning to have sensation
in my whole hand!
Further more, as I went to the follow up appointment for
skin grafting; they had a room full of nurses, care givers,
a doctor for plastic surgery and skin grafting, plus me and
my wife. As they unveiled my hand they ALL stood in
amazement about the quick recovery and the fact that I
not only had my feeling completely back but there was no
scar damage either.
I know I kid about the "voodoo" and I have become such
a believer in our Lord above, but this was the closest I
have come to the unexplainable. I truly believe that your
session played the largest roll in my quick recovery; thank
you always!...” – Eric

“If you are in need of care after a trauma, I’d recommend
an appointment at élan Healing Arts! ...“

"... the energy session was great –
I told my wife it was incredible! I
was amazed at how much I could
feel what you were doing
withOUT being touched.
Yes, I really did feel “recalibrated.” It was strange how
calm, relaxed and at peace I felt
afterward – I can still feel the
effects a month later..." –Chad M

Please give us
your feedback –
healwithelan@yahoo.com

